
crowdsourcing complex work by 
structuring crowds as organizations

Flash Organizations



crowdsourcing: technology 
for amplifying human effort
Open call recruitment from a globally-distributed workforce  
[Howe 2008]

Online labor markets Open innovation Peer production



dominant architecture: 
algorithms
Pre-define all possible behaviors 
into software 

Modularize and pre-specify all 
actions, allowing computation to 
decide which behaviors are 
taken, when, and by whom; 
optimize, error-check, and 
combine submissions

[Kittur 2011]

[Little 2010]



challenge: open-ended and 
complex goals

…but goals such as invention, production, and 
engineering remain largely out of reach  
[Kittur et al. 2013] 4

[Yu, Kittur and Kraut 2014][Retelny 2014][Lasecki 2013]
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the limits of algorithms
Open-ended and complex goals are fundamentally 
incompatible with a requirement to pre-define all behaviors  
[Van de Ven, Delbecq, and Koenig 1976; Rittel and Weber 1973; Schön 1984]

This architecture confines crowdsourcing to goals so 
predictable that they can be entirely pre-defined



“With the Linux kernel […] we want to 
have a system which is as modular as 
possible. The open–source 
development model really requires 
this, because otherwise you can’t 
easily have people working in parallel.”

a limit in open source and  
open innovation as well

[Boudreau, Lacetera, and Lakhani 2011]

“Peer production is limited not by 
the total cost or complexity of a 
project, but by its modularity”
[Benkler 2002]

[Torvalds 1999]



the challenge

The approach that gives crowdsourcing systems their 
leverage is also preventing them from achieving complex 
and open-ended outcomes



An alternative architecture: 
crowds structured not like 
algorithms, but like 
organizations



Flash organizations: 
rapidly assembled and 
reconfigurable 
organizations composed of 
online crowd workers



Flash organizations carry out 
open-ended, complex goals 
that were previously out of 
reach for crowdsourcing: 
product design, software 
development, and game 
production.



foundry
Web platform that supports authoring, reconfiguring, and 
running flash organizations



coordination sans algorithms
Inspiration: film crews and disaster response teams 
[Bigley 2001; Bechky 2006; Klein et. al 2006; Valentine & Edmondson 2015] 

Role structures enable interaction based on knowledge of 
roles rather than asset-specific knowledge of each other



computational organizational 
structures
Roles: parametrize 
required expertise 

Teams: groups of 
workers with shared 
goal 

Hierarchy: nested 
roles that determine 
decision rights

crowd



foundry role structures
Map each role onto a skill 
in the Upwork labor 
market 

Nest roles into teams to 
indicate hierarchy 



on-demand hiring from upwork
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Automated, role-specific onboarding



challenge: reconfiguration
Organizational structures require constant reconfiguration 
so that the organization can adapt as it proceeds 

How can a computational system keep a distributed crowd 
in sync as the plan evolves?



version control
To enable reconfiguration of the organizational structures: 
branching and merging inspired by version control



version control in foundry
Any member can 
branch, edit, and issue 
pull requests against 
any organizational 
structure: roles, 
teams, hierarchy, 
tasks

Pull requests are reviewed up the hierarchy and merged 
through a three-way diff

Diff view for reviewing



Hierarchical role structures 

On-demand hiring and onboarding 

Branch+merge version control: roles, teams, hierarchy, 
and tasks 

Changes come top-down and bottom-up 

Flash organizations achieve complex and open-ended 
goals by computationally structuring the crowd like an 
organization, rather than like an algorithm.



evaluation
Field study:  System deployment with outside leaders 
willing to crowdsource their complex open-ended goals

EMS Report True Story Workshop Portal

Leader Medical resident Storytelling podcast 
kickstarter team

Tech lab employee 
of a large company

Open-
ended goal

Develop prototype 
application for EMTs 
to transmit patient 
information en route 
to hospital

Design and 
manufacture a 
storytelling card game 
with accompanying 
mobile application

Develop a workshop 
planning portal 
consistent with 
enterprise standards 
and branding



End users spun up and led 
entire organizations in six 
weeks, convening new 
workers on-demand within 
fourteen minutes on average.



2 mobile applications, 3 full-stack web 
applications in 52,000 lines of code, 2 
illustrated card decks 

639 tasks, 3261 person-hours of work 
across 35–46 days from engineers, 
designers, testers, poets, and others 

Passed quality review by neutral experts



ems trauma report
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ems trauma report

top-down 
reconfiguration



ems trauma report

top-down 
reconfiguration
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ems trauma report

bottom-up 
reconfiguration
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ems trauma report



true story game

crushing 
Subtle looks, pounding pulse 
However long the hover lasts 
Between friend zone and fun zone



true story game

Android companion app spun up in the final week



enterprise workshop portal



role hires in <14 minutes

EMS 
Report

True 
Story

Enterprise 
Portal

All 
Projects

Median time 
(mm:ss)

13:40 12:40 15:13 13:40

20 manual hires in a median 889 minutes (~15 hours)



reconfigured org structures

EMS 
Report

True 
Story

Enterprise 
Portal

All 
Projects

# of pull 
requests

335 113 118 566

Mean pull 
requests  
per day

7.3 2.8 3.4 4.5



discussion
How might we use data and experimentation to develop 
effective organizational structures and practices? 

Do flash organizations change the transaction costs core to 
the Theory of the Firm? 



Flash organizations offer a future where 
organizations are fluidly assembled and  
re-assembled from globally networked labor 
markets.



Flash Organizations
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